Active Dendrites Contribute to Hippocampal Place Field Formation
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The majority of place fields appear within the first ~15 laps of exposure to a novel environment.
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Branch spiking throughout the arbor can vary between place field traversals.
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Branch spike prevalence across basal dendrites is highest when place fields first appear
Branch spike prevalence predicts future place field location
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Localized dendritic branch spikes in CA1 basal dendrites
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dSpikes occur prior to the formation of delayed place fields
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Interneurons that target CA1 dendrites could regulate dendritic spikes

Ethan Goldberg & Douglas Coulter (2013)
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Dendritic inhibition is transiently reduced during novel environment exposure
Inducible knock out of NMDA receptors in CA1 neurons disrupts active dendritic signals.

Branch spikes reduced during place field formation in NR1KO.

Localized dendritic spikes absent during place field Formation in NR1KO.
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NMDA KO in CA1 neurons decreases the number of place fields that form
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Initial exposure
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